
Guns in Paradise

Slightly Stoopid

Ain't No money in the world
That can compare to all the love inside the whole place here

The owner of the world
Will never let them grow terror on democracy

The system love we thinking love
On this opening waiting say don't be waiting for too long

The love in motioning say
And the only thing i need is you yeah

To be with my life
And when i don't know what to do it will be alright

And the only thing i need is you yeahh
Ant to just To be by my side

And when i don't know what to do it will be alright
All we know about is sacrifice

If you think we living a lie
All we know about is years go by and the things we do for you

Everything and then a child is born
Everything in a friend that is gone

Never running always planting seeds
In these times that are untrueNot Too long for for this world

Still awaiting a time when we going to just uniting
We live for today

But tomorrow we going to be all keep on fighting
Along we can stay but together we've fall since we all still divided

The place and time will tell
What should should be of this world that we're releasing will be decided

All we know about is sacrifice
If you think we living a lie

All we know about is years go by and the things we do for you
Everything and then a child is born
Everything in a friend that is gone

Never running always planting seeds
In these times that are untrueLet the fire of the world keep on burning

While The walls of the world let them all fall apart
We have seen but they all still learning

We all stick together but we all still apart
See the place gone by are we still in the place we once called start

Are we lost are we mad
Let them open the doors with the keys to our hearts
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